10 DAY ITINERARY MYKONOS-TURKEY-MYKONOS

Day 1
Mykonos to Paros
Paros is similar to Mykonos island in character and architecture. There are two main ports
Parikia and Naousa, both of them offering the choice among traditional Greek Tavernas
and Greek Nightlife. Paros is a very popular amongst wind surfers as it has the perfect wind
for wind surfing and for organizing championships.
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Day 2
Paros to Santorini

Santorini, an active volcanic island, which offers a unique, breathtaking beauty from the
villages built practically hanging from the steep cliffs, to the black sandy beaches. A place
worth visiting is Oia, a picturesque village located at the top of the island which has one of
the most beautiful sunsets.
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Day 3
Santorini to Astipalea
The island of Astypalia is situated west of Nysiros and east of Anaphi. The main settlement of
Chora is situated on the western coast south of the isthmus which joins the two parts of the
island and is built on the very same site as the ancient city. The town has extended down
along the coast until it joins with today's harbour. At a small distance from Chora is Livadi, a
rich coastal valley. It produces exceptional quality citrus fruits and vegetables and ends
upon an idyllic beach. In the northern part of the island there is a large and totally safe
harbour with a small settlement called Maltezana.
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Day 4
Astipalea to Kos

Kos offers magnificent beauty. Besides its breath taking golden sandy beaches, the island is
also steeped in monuments, remnants from its glorious past, making it the ideal holiday
destination, not only as a choice between other Greek Islands but on a worldwide scale. The
island has much more than just the sea and sun to offer. It is also ideal for educational or
school trips, (rich in history and famous since mythological times), scientific, hiking or
mountain climbing, rural, curative or therapeutic, religious and athletic tourism and it also
boasts some of the most advanced conference centres in the world as well as a modern
Marina.
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Day 5
Kos to Bodrum

Situated on a beautiful peninsula, Bodrum, home of the famous Greek historian Herodotus, is
these days better known as a popular holiday resort. Enchanting villages of houses painted
in white and trimmed with purple bougainvillea together with miles of sandy beaches and
ideal locations for water sports. Two meters under the narrow streets of Bodrum lies 5000
years of history. A few monuments attest to this history: the castle, the Myndus Gate, the
Roman theatre and the Mausoleum.
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Day 6
Bodrum to Symi

Symi is located in the Southern Dodecanese, north of Rhodes and close to the coast of
south-west Turkey. According to Conde- Nast traveler "Symi has the most beautiful harbour in
Greece. On either side of a steep-sided fjord rise tier upon tier of houses, some white, some
pastel yellow, but virtually all with Neo-Classical pediments - a reminder that 100 years ago
this was one of Greece's most prosperous islands. There has been virtually no modern
concrete construction here and now these fine old houses are being resurrected for visitors.
The spirit of the island remains intact."
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Day 7
Symi to Marmaris

Marmaris, Turkey is a port city and a tourist destination on the Mediterranean coast, located
in southwest Turkey. Set against a backdrop of pine clad hills, Marmaris is a resort that
combines natural beauty with an astounding zest for life. Famed for its energetic atmosphere
as the most extravagant on the entire South coast, this developed resort offers the best of
both worlds; the nightlife is unending, and numerous clubs and bars stretch along the coast
from the elegant marina to the curve of Icmeler, the smaller resort close by.
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Day 8
Marmaris to Gocek

Gocek, is a small seaside farming village in coastal Turkey turned into the top yachting
center of Turkey, lies on a valley surrounded by hills on three sides. A prominent characteristic
of the town is the fact that it harbors islands and coves located in a large and secluded bay.
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Day 9
Gocek to Rhodes
Rhodes is the largest island in the Dodecanese, the island still has unspoiled villages which
have kept their authentic colours despite the high level of tourism, nesting in the foothills of
the island’s mountains. Another quality of Rhodes is its rich and varied landscape which is
arid and rocky around the coastlines, creating impressive rocky.
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Day 10
Rhodes to Mykonos
The infamous island of Mykonos, is very popular amongst the jet set who visit the island every
year for its sandy beaches, picturesque villages, famous clubs, beach parties and for the
designer shops. The traditional Cyclades architecture which consists of white houses with
blue window shutters, narrow cobble streets and the backdrop of the Aegean is breath
which only makes it easy to fall in love with.

The island of Delos, only a short boat trip away, has immense archaeological significance as it
was believed to be the birthplace of Apollo the son of Zeus.
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